ABSTRACT: In this paper we present a new algorithm for retrieving and updating data from a distributed relational data base. Within such. a data base, any number of relations can be distributed over' any number of sites. Moreover, a user supplied distribution criteria can optionally be used to specify what site a tuple belongs to.
The algorithm is an efficient way to process any query by f'breaking'l the qualification into separate "pieces" using a few simple heuristics. The cost criteria considered are minimum response time and minimum communications traffic. In addition, the algorithm can optimize separately for two models of a communication network representing respectively ARPANET and ETHERNET like networks. This algorithm is being implemented as part of the INGRES data base system.
I Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with algorithms for processing data base commands that involve data from multiple machines in a distributed data base environment.
These algorithms are being implemented as part of our work in extending INGRES CHELD75, STON761 to manage a distributed data base. As such, we are concerned with processing interactions in the data sublanguage, QUEL. The specific data model that we use is discussed in Section II. Some of our initial thoughts on these subSects have been presented elsewhere [STON77, WONG771.
We are not concerned here with control of concurrent updates or multiple copies [THOM75, LAMP76, ROTH77, CHU763. Rather we assume that these are handled by a separate mechanism or can be integrated into our algorithms. This paper is organized as follows: In section II we formalize the problem by indicating our view of a distributed data base and the interactions to be solved. Then, in section III we discuss our model for the computer network.
In section IV a detailed algorithm is presented for handling the decomposition of queries in a distributed environment.
There are a few complications concerning updates and aggregates in a distributed data base which are covered in sections V and VI. Lastly, in section VII we draw some conclusions.
II The Distributed
Data Base Model.
We adopt the relational model of data [CODDTO, CHAM76] In a broadcast network we assume that the cost of sending data from one site to all sites is the same as that of sending the same data from one site to a single other site. The users view: supplier (sno, sname, city) project (jno, jname, city) supply (sno, jno, amount)
The distribution of Fragments: project supplier where supplier.city = VIBerkeley"
supply supplier supplier where .city = "San Jose"
supplier -. where supplier.city I= f'Berkeley~~ and supplier.city != "San Jose"
-V-I inetwork I 1 . We assume that every site is always free to accept new messages.
Thus a message will never have to be.retransmitted because a site was too busy to accept the message.
The ETHERNET restricts the recipient of a message to be either one site or every site.
We assume a more general addressing scheme where anywhere from one to all sites can be addressed in a message. We can then consider the subqueries independently.
Regardless
The example query from section II is not reducible so this step has no effect.
(4) Choose the "next piece" of the query to process.
A query consists of a target list and a qualification (which is in conjunctive normal form). We define a "piece" as one or more clauses and their associated target lists.
Based on the query structure and the size and location of the fragments, the next tlpiece" of the query to be processed is selected.
The algorithm to do this will be explained shortly.
In our example there is only one remaining clause, which therefore must be the next piece.
(5)
If the piece to be run can be done on individual sites without moving portions of the relations, then we proceed to step (9). In our example temp is at three sites and supply is at one. Hence, data must be moved in'order to proceed.
(6) Select the site(s) that will process the next piece of the query.
Depending on the number of sites, and whether it is a site-to-site or broadcast network, anywhere from one to all possible sites may be chosen.
Suppose for our example that all three sites are chosen. (7) The sub-query must be two variable or more in order to reach this step.
In order to Process an n variable subquery, fragments from n -1 relations must be moved, and the remaining relation will remain fragmented.
Each site that does processing must have a complete copy of the n -1 relations.
If processing is done on a single site, it must have copies of all n relations.
For our example we can broadcast supply to all sites.
Each site will then have all of supply and a fragment'of temp and will process the query producing a local fragment w. The answer to the query is the distributed relation w.
Alternatively, we can choose to broadcast temp to all sites involved in the query.
Here we can view supply as distributed but with zero tuples on two of the three sites.
Hence, fragments of temp will be sent to site 2. Site 2 then processes the same local query as above to produce a w; while sites 1 and 3 have no work to do.
Lastly, we can choose to equalize the distribution of the tuples in the relation that remains fragmented so as to guarantee that .a11 processing sites have the same amount of work to do.
This requires sending each site a complete copy of temp, and moving one-third of the supplier tuples to each of the other two sites before proceeding as above. (8) Move the selected relation fragments to the selected sites. Each site will be directed, in turn, to send a copy of its selected fragments to the sites selected in step (6).
An optimization
here is to have each site send only the domains needed in the query.
Thus a fragment can be projected and duplicates removed.
This step can take full advantage of a broadcast network since we are often broadcasting from one site to many sites. Define proc(Q) to be the time required to process the query Q if it were done on a single site. If K is greater than one then the processing time of a query, 9, can be improved from proc(Q) to max. proc(Q ).
In other words, the processin: time 3 or the whole query is equal to the processing time of the site j with the most processing to be done.
It is reasonable to assume that the processing time at each site is given by The amount of data to be moved in equalizing the fragments of Rp is given by This added network cost would reg.At in a lRJ' processing improvement from 1 to l.
IR ! K
Thus it may be desirable to trabePgome network cost for an improvement in overall processing time.
We now know how to compute network communication cost, relative processing time, and the cost and benefit of equalizing R . We will now use this knowledge to minim ze P some example cost functions.
Minimizinn
Communication Costs --For. the moment let's assume that the overall optimization criteria is to minimize communication costs.
It is important to treat site-to-site and broadcast networks separately.
We will first consider using a broadcast network and solving for K and R PFor a broadcast network C,(x) = C,(x) for all K >= 1. By examination of the communication cost function given on page 8 it can be seen that the communication cost function is always minimized by K= 1 or K 2 Mp. To see this observe that the cost function has three terms. The first term will be zero if K q 1. The third term will be zero if every site which has part of Rp is a processing site. Thus K must be 2 Mp, where M is the number of sites where Rp is presen ! .
If we assume that C,(x) is linear in x and rearrange some terms then
.J Hence, the decision rule for minimizing communication in the broadcast network case is given by be the one containing the most data.
In this case there is no R . In other words, if one site hk more data than the largest relation, then K = 1 and choose that site.
If my sIRil _ ~ ! i!, choose Rp I j' < maxlR 1 to bi t%e relatzoon containing the most data and choose K=Mp.
The situation for site-to-site networks is quite different.
For that case we shall assume C,(x) = k C,(x) and that C,(x) is again linear in x. We note that, independent of K the choice of Rp that minimizes communications is the relation with the most data, i.e., max/Ri\. Once R P is chosen, the value of k iha; minimizes communications is determined as follows: When inserts occur they can cause tuples to be placed on specific sites.
In the case of a replace command, they can cause tuples to be moved from one site to another.
We will assume that a distribution criterion maps a tuple to a unique site or to no site at all.
It It is inevitable that some data will have to be moved from site to site in order to process a query.
The algorithm tries to move only the smallest amount of data, and tries to get the maximum amount of parallel processing possible.
In addition, by trying to avoid moving the result relation, we help to optimize the update processing. During query processing it is frequently desirable to broadcast data from one site to several other sites, which makes a broadcast network extremely desirable.
